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Keeping the VIP flight experience safe! 
 

Newsletter 09/2020

2020 aviation faced new challenges. In addition to the high demands of
our customers for luxury, comfort and safety, the aspect of health is now

moving into focus. To continue meeting these requirements in the best
possible way, we must now ensure not only a clean but a disinfected

interior. 

What is the difference between
cleaning and disinfection?

Cleaning is about removing
contamination from a surface, but
disinfecting is about killing pathogens
coronavirus.

High demand! - Disinfection of
high quality surfaces?

Leather seats, wool carpets, plated
surfaces, silk, and granite – these high-
quality materials in VIP aircrafts are a
challenge for cleaning and disinfection
themselves. It quickly becomes clear that

Recommendation - Aircraft
Coronavirus Disinfection

It is essential to provide a hygienic
environment for passengers. Aircraft
coronavirus disinfectant service for is now
a global gold standard of cleaning for
aircrafts due to the current outbreak
of COVID-19.

Following the latest EASA
recommendations (Guidance on Aircraft
Cleaning and Disinfection in relation to
the SARS-CoV-2 pandemics) we offer
you a professional aircraft desinfection.

https://t60fb4d07.emailsys1b.net/mailing/52/3197441/0/7ff62dd2e4/index.html


it will not be possible to disinfect all
surfaces with the same cleaning agent. It
is, therefore, necessary to exercise
caution in selecting suitable products and
before applying these products in aircraft.
We must consider both the nature of the
material and the preservation of the flame
protection. Therefore, the manufacturer's
specifications for the individual materials
are particularly important.

Which areas are affected?

Especially areas where food is prepared,
stored, and served, surfaces frequently
touched by passengers and lavatories
should be cleaned and disinfected with
special attention.

Key Areas of Aircraft Disinfection 
Aircraft Aisle: Ceiling, reading lights, air
outlets, sidewall panels, windows, seats
(tables, armrests, passenger control
units, decorative panels),
cabinets/lockers, bulkheads, magazine
racks, cabin attendant seats.
 
Aircraft Lavatory: Toilet bowl, waste
bins, basins, lavatory sidewall, ceiling,
door assembly (door surfaces, door
knobs).
 
Aircraft Galley Disinfection: Ceiling,
ovens, water boilers, coffee makers,
galley facilities, lockers/drawers, waste
bin
 

Receive a personal offer!

A/C cleaning & disinfection

 
Please be assured that we will do our best and continue to provide the high-class

Bubeck service in its well-known quality. 
 

…and there is more to come…so stay tuned!
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